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The Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) program characterizes physical and 
biogeochemical processes influencing the inorganic carbon system at Station 
ALOHA in the North Pacific subtropical gyre. Program scientists conduct near-
monthly, vertically resolved measurements of dissolved inorganic carbon 
(DIC), total alkalinity (TA), and pH. Here, we evaluate the internal 
consistency of 2648 concurrent measurements of these carbonate system 
parameters by comparing each direct measurement with a value calculated 
using the other two measurements, using different equilibrium constant 
parameterizations to see which best fit our field data.  We also report on 
quality control of our data sets via inter-laboratory comparisons. 

Summary	  

Over 24 years of CO2 measurements show an increase in surface water pCO2 
in step with rising CO2 in the atmosphere.  The uptake of CO2 correspondingly 
acidifies surface waters. 

Surface	  CO2	  Record	  at	  StaBon	  ALOHA	  (22°45’N,	  158°W)	  

The difference (delta) between calculated pH and measured pH was 
computed by the program CO2calc using 4 different parameterizations of the 
dissociation constants K1 and K2. The formulation of Merhbach et al. (1973) as 
refit by Dickson and Millero (1987)2 best recreated the measured HOT data 
(Table 1).  Deep, high-DIC waters tended to exhibit greater discrepancy 
between measured and calculated pH than did shallower waters (Figure 3). 

EvaluaBon	  of	  DissociaBon	  Constants	  

HOT measures DIC (µmol kg-1) by coulometry , TA (µmol kg-1) by acid titration 
and pH (total scale @25°C) colorimetrically using m-cresol purple.  All 
methods are based on protocols described by Dickson et al. (2007)1.  Certified 
Reference Materials validate DIC and TA measurements and the original dye 
characterization is used for pH, without subsequent correction.  Vertical 
profiles of DIC, TA and pH reflect greater sampling resolution in the upper 
ocean where variability is higher than deeper waters (Figure 2). 

Measurements	  

Inter-‐Laboratory	  Comparison	  

Participation in an inter-laboratory comparison (2013) led by Dr. Andrew 
Dickson (SIO) demonstrated excellent agreement for HOT measurements. 
While DIC and TA results are indistinguishable from certified concentrations, a 
small difference in pH likely stems from use of different dye characterization 
equations. Full comparison results are reported at this meeting by Bockmon 
and Dickson in Poster 1908. 
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The reaction of carbon dioxide with water is described by the carbonate 
equilibrium equations and dissociation constants K1 and K2.  Using any two of 
the measured parameters, DIC, pH, TA or pCO2, these equations can be used 
to solve for carbonate speciation and the other two parameters. 

CO2	  Equilibrium	  CalculaBons	  
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Salinity	  

K1,	  K2	   Mean	   Standard	  
Devia/on	  

RMS	  
%Mean	  

Median	  

Merbach	  87	   0.0044	   0.0117	   0.16%	   0.0030	  

Roy	   -‐0.0181	   0.0145	   0.29%	   -‐0.0210	  

Lueker	   0.0122	   0.0118	   0.21%	   0.0110	  

Mojica	  Prieto	  (DIC)	   0.0075	   0.0115	   0.17%	   0.0070	  

Batch	  A	   Batch	  B	  

HOT	   Cer/fied	   HOT	   Cer/fied	  

DIC	   2016.17	  
(0.27)	  

2015.72	  
(0.74)	  

2141.91	  
(0.07)	  

2141.94	  
	  (0.37)	  

TA	   2215.66	  
(0.77)	  

2215.08	  
(0.49)	  

2216.21	  
(0.45)	  

2216.26	  	  
(0.52)	  

pH	   7.8877	  
(0.0003)	  

7.8796	  
(0.0019)	  

7.5593	  
(0.0003)	  

7.5541	  
(0.0020)	  

pH(calc)	   7.8879	   7.8877	   7.5684	   7.5685	  

Figure 1.  Top: Surface ocean (0-30m) pCO2 and pH from Station ALOHA 
calculated from measured DIC and TA using Mehrbach87 dissociation 
constants, along with atmospheric pCO2 from the Mauna Loa Observatory 
corrected to the sea surface.  Bottom: Measured and calculated pH. 

The dissociation constants depend on temperature, salinity and pressure and 
have been experimentally estimated in several studies. We used the program 
CO2Calc2 to make the equilibrium calculations.  

Table 3.  Results from Inter-Laboratory Comparison. Mean (SD) values are 
presented.  See Measurements section for units.  

Figure 4.  Delta pH (pHcalc – pHmeas) for the upper 400 m at Station ALOHA.  
Note the lack of systematic trends with time or pressure, suggesting that 
errors are random. 
 

Figure 2.  Profiles of all pH, DIC and TA measurements taken at 
Station ALOHA from 1988 through 2012.   
 

HOT	  
Analy/cal	  
Precision	  

Accuracy	  
(based	  on	  
CRMs)	  

Mean	  	  
Delta	  

RMS	  
Delta	  

pH	   ±0.0017	   ?	   +0.0044	   0.0125	  
DIC	   ±0.42	   ~±1.0	   +1.78	   5.36	  
TA	   ±2.1	   ~±2.0	   -‐1.8	   5.7	  

The precision of HOT DIC, TA and pH measurements is excellent, and the 
accuracy of TA and DIC measurements are tied to CRMs. The low mean delta 
values for (calculated – measured) parameters indicate that estimates of 
unmeasured parameters, and long-term trends based upon them, are 
accurate as well.  However, calculated data sets do suffer some loss of 
precision due to compounding of errors, as evidenced by their RMS values. 

Figure 3.  Delta pH (pHcalc – pHmeas) versus pressure, temperature, salinity 
and DIC. The mean difference (dotted blue line) is +0.0044. pHcalc was 
obtained using K1 and K2 from Mehrbach87.  
 

Accuracy	  and	  Precision	  
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